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Abstract

For a ring A, an extension ring B, a fixed right A-module M , the
endomorphism ring D formed by M , the endomorphism ring E formed
by M ⊗A B, and the endomorphism ring G formed by HomA(B,M),
we present dualities between various subcategories of B- modules and
E-modules or G-modules.
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1 Introduction

Let A be any ring, M a fixed right A-module and D = EndA(M). An object V

in Mod-A (respectively W in Mod-D) is said to be M-static (respectively M-

adstatic), in case V remains invariant under the composite covariant functor

HomA(M,−) ⊗D M (respectively. HomA(M,−⊗D M)).

Let B be another ring and α : A −→ B a ring homomorphism. Suppose

that E = EndB(M ⊗A B). Then the ring homomorphism σ : D −→ E defined

via σ(d)(m⊗b) = d(m)⊗b, for all (d, m, b) ∈ D×M×B is clearly identity pre-

serving. Similarly if G = EndB(HomA(B, M)). Then the ring homomorphism

α : D −→ G defined via α(d)(f) = d ◦ f, for all d ∈ D and f ∈ HomA(B, M),

is clearly identity preserving.

Now we write K = M ⊗A B, E = EndB(K) and F = EndA(K). We will

use the notations FGP -D, D-FGP and E-FGP for the classes of all finitely

generated projective objects in Mod-D, D-Mod and E-Mod respectively.

Let V ∈ Mod-A, we say that V is finitely M-presented if there exists an

exact sequence

Mn −→ Mm −→ V −→ 0,
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for some integers n and m. This finite M-presentation is said to be split exact

if there exists a split exact sequence

0 −→ L −→ Mm −→ V −→ 0,

and an epimorphism Mn −→ L. If a B-module V has a K-presentation

0 −→ Kn −→ Km −→ V −→ 0,

then this presentation is called A-split if it splits upon restriction to A. More-

over, if W ∈ Mod-E, we denote the induced module W ⊗E F by ResF (W ).

We say that the objectV weakly divides an object X if Xn ∼= V ⊕ Y, for some

positive integer n and another object Y.

Let us set the following,

Mod(B : weak M) = {V ∈ Mod-B : V |A weakly divides M in Mod-A},
Mod(B : weak K) = {V ∈ Mod-B : V weakly divides K in Mod-B},
Mod(E : FGP - D) = {W ∈ Mod-E : W |D ∈ FGP -D},
Mod(E : D-FGP ) = {W ∈ E-Mod : W |D ∈ D-FGP},
Mod(G : FGP - D) = {W ∈ Mod-G : W |D ∈ FGP -D},
Mod(G : D-FGP ) = {W ∈ G-Mod : W |D ∈ D-FGP},
Mod(A : split M)◦ = {V ∈ Mod-A : V split exact finitely M-presented},
Mod(B : split M)◦ = {V ∈ Mod-B : V |A ∈ Mod(A : split M)◦},
Mod(B : split K)◦ = {V ∈ Mod-B : V split exact finitely K-presented},
Mod(B : A-split)◦ = {V ∈ Mod-B : V |A A-split and it is finitely K-presented},
Mod(E : ResF )◦ = {W ∈ Mod-E : ResF (W ) is finitely generated projective in Mod-F},
Mod(B : ⊕

finite
M) = {V ∈ Mod-B : V |A ∼= Mn, for some integer n},

Mod(G : ⊕
finite

D) = {V ∈ Mod-G : V |D ∼= Dn, for some integer n}.

With the assumption that M ⊗A B is M-static in Mod-A, an equivalence

between subcategories Mod(B : weak M) and Mod(E : FGP -D) of Mod-B

and Mod-E, respectively, is established in [7]. This in fact is a generalization

of the work of Cline [4] and Dade [5] on stable Clifford theory. In [2], us-

ing the same assumption with some additional assumption, dualities between

Mod(B :weak M) and both Mod(G : D-FGP ) and Mod(E : D-FGP ) are

deduced.
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In [3], Alperin proved that the category of all A-split B-modules is equiva-

lent to the category of all those E-modules W such that W ⊗E F is projective.

Alperin used group algebras over some field in his work . Alperin’s work is

parallel to Dade’s work (in [5]), since Dade proved that the category of of

all those B-modules which divide some direct sum of copies of M in Mod-A

is equivalent to the category of all those E-modules which are projective as

D-modules. In Dade’s work the rings B and E are fully group-graded. Abu-

jabal and Nauman in [1] proved Alperin’s theorem above without any group

or group algebra actions.

In this work - under the finiteness condition - we prove the existence of

a duality between these categories that was studied in Alperin’ work. We

present some more dualities of various subcategories. Namely we prove that

there exists a duality between the full additive subcategories Mod(B : split

M)◦ and Mod(E : D-FGP ) of Mod-B and E-Mod, respectively, and we show

the existence of a duality between the full additive subcategories Mod(B : Mn)

and Mod(E : Dn).

We assume that the rings are associative with identity, the ring homo-

morphisms are identity preserving, all (left, right) modules are unital, and all

subcategories are full and additive.

2 Dualities

Remark 1 In [1] it is proved that Mod(B : split K)◦ = Mod(B : A-split)◦ =

Mod(B : weak K) and E-FGP = Mod(E : ResF )◦.

Now we have the following

Proposition 1

HomB(−,K) : Mod(B| split K)◦ � E-FGP : HomE(−,K)

define a duality.

Proof. Let V ∈ Mod(B| split K)◦. By Remark 1, Kn ∼= V ⊕ U, for some U

in Mod-B. Applying the functor HomB(−,K) we get,

En ∼= HomB(Kn, K) ∼= HomB(V, K) ⊕ HomB(U, K),
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hence HomB(V, K) ∈ E-FGP. Now by the hypothesis we have the split pre-

sentation

Km −→ Kn −→ V −→ 0. (1)

Applying the functor HomB(−,K) we get the split exact sequence

0 −→ HomB(V, K) −→ En −→ Em.

Applying the functor HomE(−,K) again, we get the split exact sequence

Km −→ Kn −→ HomE(HomB(V, K), K) −→ 0.

Comparing this sequence with the sequence (1) we conclude that

V ∼= HomE(HomB(V, K), K).

Conversely, let W ∈ E-FGP. Then En ∼= W ⊕ Q for some Q in E-Mod.

Applying the functor HomE(−,K) we obtain

Kn ∼= HomE(En, K) ∼= HomE(W, K) ⊕ HomE(Q, K).

Hence by Remark 1, HomE(W, K) ∈ Mod(B| split K)◦. Since we assume that

W ∈ E-FGP, there is a split presentation

Em −→ En −→ W −→ 0. (2)

If we apply the functor HomE(−,K) to this sequence, we get the split exact

sequence

0 −→ HomB(W, K) −→ Kn −→ Km.

Applying the functor HomB(−,K) we get the split exact sequence

Em −→ En −→ HomB(HomE(W, K), K) −→ 0.

Comparing this last sequence with sequence (2) we conclude that

W ∼= HomB(HomE(W, K), K).

Remark 2 From now on we assume that M⊗AB is M-static as an A-module.

With this assumption, one can deduce that

E ⊗D M ∼= M ⊗A B

in D-Mod-A. The details of internal maps of this isomorphism and their proofs

can be seen in [7].
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Remark 3 Recall that E = EndB(M⊗AB) and G = EndB

(
HomA(B, M)

)
.

(i) For the following you can see [6, Proposition 3.2]. We have

HomA(HomA(B, M), M) ∼= G.

Applying the functor HomD(−,M) we get

HomD

(
HomA

(
HomA(B, M), M

)
, M

) ∼= HomD(G, M).

So if HomA(B, M) is M-reflexive, then

HomA(B, M) ∼= HomD(G, M).

Hence

HomG(W, HomA(B, M)) ∼= HomG(W, HomD(G, M)) ∼= HomD(W, M),

where the first isomorphism by applying the functor HomG(W,−) and the sec-

ond isomorphism by the adjoint associativity theorem.

(ii) Suppose that M ⊗A B ∼= HomA(B, M) as B-modules and hence as A-

modules. Then we have the following sequence of D-isomorphisms:

E = HomB(M ⊗A B, M ⊗A B)

∼= HomB(M ⊗A B, HomA(B, M))

∼= HomA((M ⊗A B) ⊗B B, M)

∼= HomA((M ⊗A B), M)

This means that

HomD(E, M) ∼= HomD

(
HomA(M ⊗A B, M), M

)

in E-Mod-A. Further, if M ⊗A B is M-reflexive, then using Remark 2 we

have

HomD(E, M) ∼= M ⊗A B ∼= E ⊗D M

in E-Mod-A.

(iii) On the other hand, according to the assumption that HomA(B, M) ∼=
M ⊗A B, it is easy to see that E ∼= G in D-Mod.
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For every V ∈ Mod-B, we have the following

V ∈ Mod(B : weak M)

⇔ V ∈ Mod(A : weak M)

⇔ V ∈ Mod(A : split M)◦
⇔ V ∈ Mod(B : split M)◦.

So Mod(B : weak M) = Mod(B : split M)◦. Keeping in mind this equality,

the proof of the following Corollary can be found in [7, Theorem 5.5] and in

[2, Theorems 8, 9, 13].

Corollary 2 Let M be a right A-module. Then the following statements are

satisfied for M.

(1) The restrictions of the additive functors HomB(M ⊗A B,−) and − ⊗E

(M ⊗A B) form an equivalence of the full additive subcategories Mod(B : split

M)◦ and Mod(E : FGP -D) of Mod-B and Mod-E respectively.

(2) If HomA(B, M) is M-reflexive, then the restrictions of the additive func-

tors HomB(−, HomA(B, M)) and HomG(−, HomA(B, M)) form a duality of

the full additive subcategories Mod(B : split M)◦ and Mod(G : D-FGP ) of

Mod-B and G-Mod, respectively.

(3) If (M ⊗A B)|M and HomA(B, M) ∼= M ⊗A B as D-B-bimodule, then the

restrictions of the additive functors HomB(−,M ⊗A B) and HomE(−,M ⊗A

B) form a duality of the full additive subcategories Mod(B : split M)◦ and

Mod(E : D-FGP ) of Mod-B and E-Mod, respectively.

The following Proposition is proved in [6, Proposition 3.3].

Proposition 3 Let M be a right A-module. If HomA(B, M) is M-reflexive,

then

1- VB is HomA(B, M)-reflexive if and only if VA is M-reflexive;

2- GW is HomA(B, M)-reflexive if and only if DW is M-reflexive.

Proposition 4 For a right A-module M, if HomA(B, M) is M-reflexive, then

the restrictions of the additive functors HomB(−, HomA(B, M)) and HomG(−, HomA(B, M))

form a duality of the full additive subcategories Mod(B : ⊕
finite

M) and Mod(G :

⊕
finite

D)of Mod-B and G-Mod, respectively.
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Proof. Let V ∈ Mod(B : ⊕
finite

M). We have the following isomorphisms,

HomB(V, HomA(B, M)) ∼= HomA(V, M)

∼= HomA(Mn, M)

∼= Dn,

where the first isomorphism by the adjoint associativity theorem and the

second isomorphism by the assumption. Thus HomB(V, HomA(B, M)) ∈
Mod(G : ⊕

finite
D). Since V ∼= Mn, V is M-reflexive and hence HomA(B, M)-

reflexive, by Proposition 3. Let W ∈ Mod(G : ⊕
finite

D). We have the following

isomorphisms,

HomG(W, HomA(B, M)) ∼= HomD(W, M)

∼= HomD(Dn, M)

∼= Mn,

where the first isomorphism by Remark 3-i and the second isomorphism by

the assumption. Thus HomG(W, HomA(B, M)) ∈ Mod(B : ⊕
finite

M) . Since

W ∼= Dn, W is M-reflexive and hence HomA(B, M)-reflexive, by Proposition

3.
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